
shipyard or great railroad bhopa, the ayatem consisted either of a 
ventral boiler plant tianamittlug ateam to engiuea located in vari
ous pari» of the manufacturing urea or, in aoiue instances, of a 
minil/cf or boiler planta with large engines adjacent and smaller 
oqes at èonaidbrable distances.

The dleadv^uitages of long lines of shafting were realized lung 
before electricity ottered a way out of the difficulty. Unless the 
grëateat cane be used in keeping the skulling in alignment and tiie 
journals well oiled, thrower wasted In the friction of bearings and 
belts becomes a very Targe percentage of the total power received 
from the prime mover. This friction loss is continuous even when, 
as is often the case in large shops, a single particular tool, like a 
large bohng mill, has to run when all the rest of thé shop is shut 
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The decided advantages of the application of motors to machine 

tools In Industrial work has been thoroughly exemplified In machine 
shop practice to-day. The conditions under which machine tools 
operate are so varied that it is Impossible to make any general 
statement covering all of the possible operating conditions, but 
some of the Individual conditions are always Important, as, for 
Instance — the character of the work machined, kind of material 
cut, shape of the cutting tool, quality of tool steel, method of treat
ing tool steel. All of these should be taken Into account to 
Intelligently tit a motor to any machine tool.

Broadly speaking, machine tools may be divided Into two classes, 
first, those witli direct rotary motion of work or cutter, and second, 
those with a reciprocating motion, either of work or cutter. Under 
the first classification come lathes, boring mills, milling machines, 
drill presses,fand so forth. The second class includes planers, 
shapers. Blotters, and piachines of a similar character.

The factors which have had more to do with the recent Impetus 
given to the study of rapid production than any others are the 
high speed steels and the variable speed electric motors. These 
ageftts have not only brought about conditions entirely new to the 
manufacturing fraternity at large, but their Influence has extended 
further, having Induced a complete study of manufacturing con
ditions, Involving not only the rapid production of work, but also 
Improved methods of handling work between operations.

It Is to be noted here that whatever the class of machine tool, 
the variable speed motor generally offers decided advantages in the 
way of rapid and economical production. With the old method of 
speed variation, by means of cone pulleys or nests of gears, oqly 
large Increments In speed are obtainable. This invariably means 
tjiat tools cannot he worked up to their limit of productive 
capacity. With the new high speed steels requiring a greater pull-


